
Excel in the new digital age with abundant  
enterprise-grade internet and add-on managed 
services at  unbeatable low prices. 

The world has changed. Everything is online and in the cloud. So getting 
the internet connection right for your business is critical. Don’t let  
networking limitations constrain your success and throttle employee  
productivity. Be a leader in tomorrow’s markets today with a suite of  
connectivity services that is designed for the new speed of doing business. 

WILINE INTERNET
Customize the bandwidth that is right for your business, choosing  
anything between 50 Mbps and 10 Gbps. All speeds are dedicated and  
symmetrical and scaling up as you grow is as easy as a phone call. WiLine’s 
prices are affordable, offering unbeatable savings to your  bottom line.

WiLine’s SLA-guaranteed business internet 
service is delivered over a private, mesh  
network with redundancy and proactive 
monitoring. This advanced software  
defined network (SDN) enables WiLine to 
offer installs in days not weeks and deliver  
superior speed, reliability, and performance 
unlike any other provider. Support is   
available 24/7 so WiLine is always there to 
address your needs.

Guaranteed SLAs

100% Bandwidth 

99.99% Availability  

< 10 ms Latency

< 2 ms Jitter

< 0.001% Packet Loss

WILINE  
 ADVANTAGES

THE DIGITAL FOUNDATION FOR  THE 
NEW SPEED OF BUSINESS

HIGH SPEED

AFFORDABLE

SYMMETRICAL

SECURE

RELIABLE

FAST INSTALL



WILINE SD-WAN
Ensure uptime for any cloud-based  applications across all sites and 
users with the WiLine SD-WAN solution. Unlike policy-based  
solutions, WiLine SD-WAN auto-detects application needs and  
network conditions, intelligently adapting traffic in real time.  
Realize resilient connectivity for all your cloud applications and  
improve visibility into your internet usage while simplifying your  
network. An affordable, monthly rate keeps your costs low  
and predictable.

WILINE MANAGED WI-FI
Empower your business with the freedom to roam with WiLine’s  
enterprise-grade access points. Private and guest Wi-Fi is secured 
with password updates. Pick the deployment option that works best 
for your business, choosing between a wireless version that uses a 
mesh deployment model or a wired version that is  connected to the 
LAN with PoE. Either option is fully managed by WiLine and includes 
administration, monitoring, and reporting. One affordable, monthly 
rate per access point keeps your costs low and predictable. 

WILINE CLOUD VOICE SERVICE
Stay in touch for less while enjoying all the communication features 
you have come to expect in your business phone system and more. 
WiLine’s cloud voice service includes unlimited local/long distance 
calling plus low international rates. Arm your employees with the 
flexibility to take and make calls on their desk phone, computer, or a 
mobile device. You can keep your existing phone numbers or get new 
numbers from WiLine. 

Auto Attendant

Contact Center

Soft Phones

Desk Phones

Conference Bridge

Directory Services

Explore the new speed of doing business.   
Call 1-888-494-5463 to connect today.

www.wiline.com

WiLine has been 
 helping businesses 
thrive since 2002, 
 offering tailored 
 solutions at  
 unbeatable savings.  

WiLine’s comprehensive feature set 
covers all use cases including your main 
business number, individual employees, 
contact center agents, and specialty 
locations like conference rooms, lobbies, 
and warehouses. An easy to use online 
portal gives you the power to manage all 
the feature-rich settings available. One 
affordable, monthly rate per user keeps 
your costs low and predictable. 
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